IMPORTANT ATB INFORMATION

Beginning July 1, 2011 new Federal regulations will affect ARC students taking the Ability to Benefit (ATB) exam.

•

STUDENTS WHO HAVE PASSED THE ATB EXAM PRIOR TO JULY 1, 2011 AT ARC WILL NOT BE AFFECTED BY THESE CHANGES.

•

FOR STUDENTS WHO NEED TO TAKE THE ATB, BUT HAVE NOT PASSED or HAVE NOT YET TAKEN THE EXAM:

• Beginning July 1, 2011 students may take the ATB test at ARC one time, regardless of the number of previous attempts.

• After a failed attempt, if he wishes, a student may prepare for a re-test on his own or he may enroll in and successfully complete a learning activity (class or module) for the content area(s) he did not pass on the ATB exam. He must wait at least two weeks from the date of the test, return to the Assessment Center and document how he studied.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE COME TO THE ASSESSMENT COUNTER.